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Abstract 

In this essay, we consider the influence of a state’s neighborhood on its involvement in 

international conflict. We find that, when we account for the number and kinds of neighbors a 

state has, partially democratized states initiate fewer conflicts than any other kind of state, 

including consolidated democracies and every kind of authoritarian system. We argue that this is 

due to the renewed focus of transitioning states on domestic issues like education and income 

inequality. Our evidence strongly counters the substantial state-first vein of theory in the 

literature, and it gives ample reason to encourage and support democratization in even volatile 

regions of the world. 
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There is no shortage of work examining the theoretical and empirical relationship between 

democracy and international conflict. The type of regime that reigns in a state correlates with 

many of the characteristics that state takes on in matters of security. With surprising regularity, 

the empirical record shows that democracies are more successful in war (Lake 1992; Reiter and 

Stam 1998), go to war with more allies (Choi 2003; Graham et al. 2015) and seem to almost 

never fight one another (Doyle 1983; Maoz and Abdolali 1993; Ray 1995; Russett and Oneal 

2001). The fact that democracies rarely if ever fight wars against each other has been termed as 

the “democratic peace” and Jack Levy (1989: 88) describes it as “the closest thing we have to an 

empirical law in the study of international relations.” With great fervor have international 

relations scholars debated the robustness and causes of this empirical regularity. Supporters of 

democratic peace have advanced normative and institutional explanations to account for this 

phenomenon (Maoz 1997; Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2003). Whether the nature of democratic 

peace is monadic or dyadic has also been scrutinized (Rousseau et al. 1996).  Opponents of 

democratic peace theory, however, have attributed the peaceful relations among democracies to 

spurious correlation (Layne 1994; Elman 1997), capitalism (Gartzke 2007), resolution of 

territorial disputes (Vasquez 1998), and great power settlements (McDonald 2015). Still, the idea 

that there is something inherently harmonious about democratic government has persisted, and 

the peaceful nature of democratic dyads still commands attention in our scholarship.

 However, some have questioned the scope of the democratic peace. Particularly, in a 

series of articles and books, Edward D. Mansfield and Jack Snyder (1995, 2002, 2005) have held 

firm to a very subtle argument that countries in the process of democratic transition, or those that 

have seen a stall in transition, are more likely to start conflicts with their neighbors. Such states 

have weak institutions and lack embedded institutional means of preventing the state from 
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succumbing to the more bellicose tendencies of their leaders. Specifically, in the absence of 

sturdy institutional checking mechanisms imposed on political leaders, old political elites 

threatened by the democratic transition are likely to resort to nationalist political mobilization 

and belligerent foreign policies to ensure their political survival and result in the higher 

likelihood of interstate militarized conflicts. In a more recent piece, Mansfield and Snyder (2009) 

provides two causal linkages regarding incomplete democratic transitions and international 

conflict. The first causal path is related to the initiation of international conflict: incomplete 

democratizers with strong institutions are more likely to initiate wars. The second causal path is 

that incomplete democratizers with weak institutions are prone to belligerent ethnic nationalism 

or sectarianism that induces neighboring states to attack (p. 384). Put differently, incomplete 

democratizers with weak institutions can easily become the prey of international aggression. 

Taken together, Mansfield and Snyder make the claim that incomplete democratic transition 

leads to international conflict and the strength of domestic institutions determines how. 

Mansfield and Snyder’s argument draws heavily on Huntington’s (1968, 1995) seminal 

analysis of the political order in transitioning societies, which basically emphasizes “the gap 

between high levels of political participation and weak integrative institutions to reconcile the 

multiplicity of contending claims” (Huntington 1995: 22). Following this reasoning, they believe 

that a step-by-step sequential process that prioritizes state building and the enhancement of 

institutional strength is vital for the coexistence of democratization and peace. They thus 

explicitly caution against premature democratization and write: “In general, transitions are 

smoothest when the preconditions of democracy develop in a sequence that begins with the 

state’s construction of an orderly administrative powerbase, followed by development of the rule 

of law and institutions of public debate. Only after successful completion of the first two steps 
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can the state effectively confront the challenges of integrating the conflicting interests unleashed 

by universal suffrage” (Mansfield and Snyder 2005: 59). For them, it is not prudent to rush 

headlong to elections as premature democratic experiments are dangerous. Their basic 

assumption is clearly in line with the “stateness first” or “sequentialist” approach in the 

democratization literature (Linz and Stepan 1996; Fukuyama 2005; cf. Møller and Skaaning 

2011; Mazzuca and Munck 2014).  

Mansfield and Snyder’s work has invigorated the discourse on the implications of 

democratization, as they ultimately suggest that western powers and IGOs should hesitate to 

promote democracy in unstable regions. And their argument has not persisted without resistance. 

Several attempts to replicate Mansfield and Snyder’s findings find that the results reported by 

Mansfield and Snyder (1995, 2002, 2005, 2009) are heavily contingent upon measurement issues 

and interpretations of statistical models (Braumoeller 2004; Rousseau 2005; Narang and Nelson 

2009; Bogaards 2010). For example, Narang and Nelson (2009: 357) show that Mansfield and 

Snyder’s entire result “is dependent on the dismemberment of the Ottoman Empire prior to 

World War I.” Bogaards (2010) demonstrates that Mansfield and Snyder’s claim do not hold if 

one measures democratic transition based on Freedom House scores rather than Polity. 

Measurement model interpretation issues aside, we argue that Mansfield and Snyder fail to 

address two bodies of literature and therefore the result of their research is potentially 

problematic. 

To begin with, Mansfield and Snyder did not consider the factor of territoriality. Vasquez 

(1998) has long held that peaceful relations between countries result from resolving territorial 

disputes. Quackenbush (2006) posits that wars are more likely to occur in politically relevant 

dyads because of the high density of interaction and fewer geographical limitations on the 
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external use of military force. In other words, contiguous states sharing borders are more likely 

to go to war than are non-contiguous states. Senese and Vasquez (2008) show that disputes about 

the territory are more likely to escalate to war than any other types of disputes. Theoretically 

speaking, more neighboring states implies that a state has more politically relevant dyadic 

relations to deal with and hence the higher probability of conflict involvement. One can thus 

reasonably hypothesize that the more neighbors a state has, the more likely it is to become 

involved in militarized dispute, which echoes Vasquez (1998), who claims that the number of 

neighboring countries of a country has the largest effect on the prospects for conflict. 

 Another modification to the relationship between regime and conflict proclivity has been 

to distinguish between the different modes of behavior of the various types of authoritarian states 

(Geddes 1999; Weeks 2012, 2014). Weeks (2014) builds on Geddes to develop a typology of 

authoritarian states, paying close attention to the size and type of the selectorate. She finds that 

certain types of authoritarian states are actually even less conflict prone than are democracies, 

identifying audience cost mechanisms as the causal explanation. Weeks’s work also yields the 

opportunity to test the effects of neighborhood in a new way. The types of governments that 

make up a country’s neighbors may have an effect on how willing to initiate new disputes a 

given country will be. Crucially, each actor needs to take the possible actions of others into 

consideration. If other actors’ are likely to attack in the future, it might incentivize an actor to 

take pre-emptive actions or initiate a preventive war. On the other hand, if the probability of 

being attacked by other actors is low, the actor might not have good reason to pick a fight. 

Therefore, a country living in a bad neighborhood (composed of belligerent neighboring 

countries) is expected to be more likely to become embroiled in international conflict than a 
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country who lives in an amicable neighborhood (composed of non-belligerent neighboring 

countries). In this paper, we test such effects. 

 We find that Mansfield and Snyder’s results cannot stand any controls for effects of the 

number and types of neighbors of a given state. They also cannot stand being extended beyond 

the Cold War era.1 Incomplete democratizers are not more belligerent than other types of 

regimes. In fact, in this lightly modified replication, we find that partially democratized states 

initiate fewer conflicts than any other kind of state, including consolidated democracies and 

every kind of authoritarian system. Why? Our tentative explanation is that, as opponents of the 

“stateness first” thesis show, the process of becoming democratic (i.e., democratization) helps 

redistribute resources to domestic issues (Norris 2012) and solve state-related problems 

(Mazzuca and Munck 2014). It is also shown in a recent study that democratization strengthens 

state capacity in the long run because the game in town (contestation) requires politicians to 

build apolitical state organs or policy reforms with the aim of enhancing government efficiency 

and winning more votes and staying in power (Wang and Xu n.d.).   

 

DATA ASSEMBLY AND ANALYSIS  

This project directly tests the ideas of Mansfield and Snyder (2002), Vasquez (1998), and Weeks 

(2012, 2014). We combine five datasets so that for each country from 1946-1992, we have 

figures for military spending, occurrence of interstate and civil war, number of neighbors, and 

types of neighbors. According to the Weeks typology (2014), there are six types of government. 

                                                 
1 Using the Boix et al.’s political regime dataset (2012), Polity IV (Marshall and Jaggers 2002), the PRIO conflict 

dataset (Gleditsch et al. 2002), and Weeks’ authoritarian regime dataset (Weeks 2014b), we were able to 

approximate an extension of Snyder and Mansfield’s dataset to 2000. Appendix E shows an explanation of our 

extension, as well as the full fixed effects logit and negative binomial results of this extended replication, in which 

we fail to replicate Snyder and Mansfield’s findings. 
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Democracies are the form of government most are familiar with, in which the individuals in the 

government are installed by popular election. The “machine” is an authoritarian government in 

which a non-military leader (or small group) governs with consent of non-military elites. In a 

“junta,” a military leader (or small group) governs with the consent of the military establishment. 

The two other types of authoritarian government are those in which a single person is very 

powerful and has few people to be accountable to. “Bosses” are leaders with no background in 

the military who govern unconstrained by any sort of institution or elite structure, and the 

“strongman” is a military leader who governs unconstrained by any institution. In her dataset, 

Weeks also includes a category for other authoritarian systems, which may have some or none of 

these attributes. 

After merging the Weeks and Mansfield and Snyder datasets, we also merge neighbor 

data and conflict initiation data from the Correlates of War project (Stinnett 2002), military 

spending data from SIPRI (2010), and civil war data from PRIO (Ghosn, Palmer, and Bremer 

2004). For the replication of Mansfield and Snyder (2002), we use the same conflict dependent 

variable they do, covering 1946-1992.  

First, we replicate their test, taking their hypothesis as our own: 

 

The Unconsolidated Democracies Hypothesis:  

Governments that have undergone and incomplete transition to democracy within the last 

five years will be more likely to initiate at least one war with a neighbor in a given year.  

 

The model is: 

Warit = β0 + β1 Complete Demtransitioni(t-1)  

                       + β2 Incomplete Demtransitioni(t-1) + β3 Complete Auttransitioni(t-1)  

                       + β4 InComplete Auttransitioni(t-1) + β5 DomConcentrationi(t-1) 

               + β6 (Complete Demtransitioni(t-1) × DomConcentrationi(t-1)) 
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               + β7 (Incomplete Demtransitioni(t-1) × DomConcentrationi(t-1))  

               + β8 (Complete Auttransitioni(t-1) × DomConcentrationi(t-1))  

               + β9 (InComplete Auttransitioni(t-1)  × DomConcentrationi(t-1))  

   + β10 Majit  + β11 Civwari(t-1)  + β12 Concapt + (β13Regimetypet) + eit.                                    

 

The first four variables denote whether the government has gone through any sort of democratic 

or authoritarian transition in the five years prior. DomConcentration is an eleven-point index of 

the concentration in state i’s central government in year t-1 of domestic authority. The index was 

developed by Jaggers and Gurr (1995) to measure the strength of political institutions within a 

state. Variables six through nine are interaction terms for the first four times the fifth, and the last 

four variables are dummies for major power status, civil war, military capabilities, and 

democracy, respectively. Figure 1 shows the results of my replication as a ladder plot, with some 

variables both unimportant and insignificant excluded (full table in appendix). 

 

 

Figure 1: Straight Replication of Snyder and Mansfield 
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We successfully replicate the base and fixed effects logit models from Mansfield and 

Snyder (2002) in figure 1. We have positive and significant coefficients for incomplete 

democratic transition and major power, and negative and significant coefficients for the 

interaction term of incomplete democratic transition and domestic concentration, as well as for 

concentration of capabilities. Adding a control for neighbor count is enough to erase their results, 

yielding a negative non-significant effect on log-likelihood of conflict initiation. This is shown in 

figure 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Snyder and Mansfield plus Contiguous Neighbors 
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Within our modified dataset, controlling for neighborhood within the logistic model is 

not enough. Our population of cases covers 1946-1992, which correspond to the earliest and 

latest years in the Weeks and Mansfield and Snyder datasets, respectively. Within that 

population, well over 10% of cases witness two or more MIDs within the year. Rather than 

truncate the dependent variable with a dummy for conflict, we run our modified tests with count 

models of conflicts originated in the observed country-year. Figure 3 shows the variation in the 

number of conflicts started to test this to the fullest extent the data will allow. 
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Figure 3: Number of MIDs initiated by country-year

 

 

Our set of hypotheses are as follows:  

The Vasquez Too Many Neighbors Hypothesis: 

States with more neighbors will initiate more conflicts than those with fewer. 

 

The Weeks Strongmen Hypothesis: 

States with boss, junta, and strongman regime types will initiate more conflicts than 

democracies or machines. 

 

The Bad Neighbors Hypothesis: 

States with boss, junta, and strongman neighbors will initiate more conflicts than those 

with more democratic or machine neighbors. 

 

We run four models with this, largely taking Mansfield and Snyder’s design for granted. To their 

variables, we add a categorical variable for regime type and a count of number of unique 
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neighbors and number of each type of regime neighbor, as per Weeks’ classification. We run a 

basic OLS, random effects OLS, fixed effects OLS, and a negative binomial count model. Figure 

4 illustrates the resulting coefficients. 

 

Figure 4: Count Models

 

The important results are as follows. First, Weeks’ hypothesis fails on all fronts when 

controlling for transition stage and using a MID initiation count as a dependent variable rather 

than a dummy variable and logistic analysis. Relative to democracies, none of the four other 

regime types show any significant level of belligerence. Second, the Vasquez hypothesis holds 
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up well, with a slight but highly significant result in all but the fixed effects OLS model. It holds 

particularly well in the fixed effects binomial, which is the most appropriate test for this data. 

Finally, our own bad neighbors hypothesis also fails these tests. The number of each type of 

neighbor for a given country has no discernible effect on the number of conflicts it initiates 

within a given year. Perhaps high collinearity between a unique neighbor count and a count of 

any specific kind of neighbor is to blame, but in any case, there is not currently any reason to 

confirm the effects of neighbor type specifically. 

 The most striking finding in our tests concerns Mansfield and Snyder’s key explanatory 

variables—incomplete democratic transition and an interaction between it and domestic authority 

concentration. Controlling for neighborhood effects, we see reversed signs and comparatively 

high significance across all modes of analysis. That is, democracies in the process of transition 

initiate fewer conflicts per year than any other kind of state. This finding stands up to every 

robustness check.  

 For a further check on robustness of this finding, we assume an inflated zero count in the 

dependent variable. After all, many countries, like Iceland, Australia, and others are relatively 

isolated from their closest neighbors, and presumably have fewer opportunities for conflict. We 

estimate a fixed effects zero-inflated negative binomial model. We use number of unique 

neighbors, number of maritime neighbors, time since last war, and military spending as 

estimators for excessive zeroes. Figure 5 illustrates our results. 
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Figure 5: Zero-Inflated Negative Binomial Estimate 

 

 

The results of this model’s estimation match that of the fixed effects negative binomial, 

except that controlling for structural zeroes shows stronger effects for the important variables. 

One notable result is that in this model, bosses do make an appearance as particularly aggressive 

regimes, though in this data the regime type variable is post-treatment. That is, if a country has 

transitioned completely or incompletely recently, the type of regime sitting in place depends on 

another set of covariates. 

 In the appendix, we also do the same tests with Mansfield and Snyder’s first choice of 

dependent variable, the involvement of a country in any conflict, not just ones it initiates. All 
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findings hold. The effects of incomplete democratic transition and its interaction with 

concentrated authority are even stronger in this secondary model. Thus, we expect incompletely 

transitioned democracies to initiate one fewer conflicts in a given year then all other regime 

types. When this result from the count model is viewed in conjunction with Mansfield and 

Snyder’s flimsy results with other controls, there seems to be ample reason to reject their 

findings as unsubstantiated. 

 

CONCLUSION 

After dozens of studies on the relationship between regime type and conflict, we still struggle to 

find consensus on what characteristics of regimes most deserve the credit or blame for the 

passivity or belligerence of states. This paper has served at very least to lend a little more 

credulity to the arguments advanced by Gibler (2007) and Vasquez (1998), that neighborhood 

matters. The results herein might inspire renewed study on some of the subtler aspects of their 

arguments concerning modes of settling borders and proliferation of contentious ethnically 

founded states, as well as additional factors like colonial institutions. What is clear in these initial 

results is that insofar as incomplete transitions or specific types of authoritarian regimes are 

responsible for the bubbling up of new MIDs, it is so for only very few of them, and even there, 

we have only a low degree of confidence. The neighborhood of a state matters as much as the 

intricacies of their dysfunctional institutions. 
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Observations          9229         6387         4650   

                                                       

                   (-5.72)                   (-0.36)   

Constant            -2.052***                 -0.726   

                                              (0.04)   

demdummy                                     0.00828   

                   (-5.27)      (-3.94)      (-1.83)   

t-1 Concentrat~e    -6.130***    -5.611***    -11.63   

                    (1.47)       (0.80)       (0.13)   

t-1 Civil War ~]     0.405        0.248       0.0600   

                   (14.66)       (3.42)       (6.59)   

t-1 Major Powe~]     1.751***     1.313***     1.720***

                    (0.50)       (0.38)       (0.00)   

Complete Auth ~n     0.141        0.116     0.000229   

                   (-0.92)      (-1.23)      (-0.71)   

Incomplete Aut~m    -0.436       -0.623       -0.368   

                   (-2.50)      (-1.82)       (0.53)   

Incomplete Dem~n    -0.497*      -0.381        0.207   

                   (-0.69)      (-0.99)       (0.99)   

Complete Trans~t    -0.218       -0.337        0.950   

                    (0.26)       (1.38)       (1.14)   

t-1 Degree of ~r   0.00815       0.0647       0.0803   

                    (0.98)       (1.24)       (0.59)   

Incomplete Aut~t     2.212        3.066        1.664   

                   (-0.63)      (-0.52)      (-0.16)   

Complete Autho~o    -1.271       -1.133       -0.419   

                    (2.72)       (1.93)      (-0.41)   

Incomplete Dem~n     2.597**      2.022       -0.920   

                    (0.64)       (0.81)      (-0.98)   

Complete Democ~i     0.838        1.154       -5.666   

t Log-odds Sta~[                                       

                                                       

                 Regress~n    Fixed E~s       Regime   

                       (1)          (2)          (3)   
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APPENDIX B: 

MODIFIED RESULTS  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

t statistics in parentheses

                                                                    

Observations          4700         4700         4700         4470   

                                                                    

                    (3.64)       (1.44)       (0.89)       (4.57)   

Constant             1.063***     0.768        0.582        2.628***

                       (.)          (.)          (.)          (.)   

Complete Auth ~n         0            0            0            0   

                    (4.29)       (2.56)       (2.04)       (2.98)   

Incomplete Dem~n     0.149***     0.126*       0.117*       0.346** 

                    (1.37)      (-0.14)      (-0.74)      (-0.48)   

Complete Auth ~n    0.0501     -0.00627      -0.0319      -0.0417   

                   (-3.15)      (-1.39)      (-1.12)      (-3.42)   

t-1 Concentrat~e    -2.772**     -2.082       -1.667       -5.354***

                   (-0.67)      (-1.39)      (-1.58)      (-1.71)   

Complete Trans~t   -0.0426      -0.0860      -0.0933       -0.157   

                   (-1.06)       (0.23)       (0.83)       (0.53)   

Complete Autho~o    -0.243       0.0620        0.203        0.294   

                    (0.63)       (1.28)       (1.51)       (2.12)   

Complete Democ~i     0.210        0.471        0.546        0.914*  

                    (0.37)       (0.35)       (0.32)       (0.25)   

Incomplete Aut~t    0.0513       0.0406       0.0383       0.0579   

                   (-4.16)      (-2.66)      (-1.97)      (-2.75)   

Incomplete Dem~n    -0.683***    -0.612**     -0.571       -1.771** 

                   (-2.06)      (-0.76)      (-0.33)      (-1.52)   

t-1 Degree of ~r   -0.0194*     -0.0205      -0.0132      -0.0420   

                    (3.39)       (1.25)      (-2.87)       (1.65)   

Major Power Du~y     0.502***     0.784       -0.476**      0.598   

                    (6.16)       (1.08)      (-0.94)       (0.53)   

Military Capab~A     10.11***     4.616       -4.456        0.788   

                   (-0.06)      (-0.57)      (-0.17)      (-1.29)   

New/Unstable      -0.00257      -0.0439      -0.0127       -0.181   

                   (-0.79)      (-0.29)       (0.12)      (-1.36)   

Other Stable A~n   -0.0348      -0.0289       0.0129       -0.209   

                    (0.98)      (-0.24)      (-0.05)      (-0.59)   

Strongman           0.0501      -0.0261     -0.00585      -0.0947   

                    (1.14)       (1.13)       (1.56)       (1.96)   

Boss                0.0682        0.184        0.306        0.373   

                   (-2.12)      (-0.85)       (0.04)      (-0.67)   

Junta               -0.114*     -0.0741      0.00381       -0.134   

                   (-4.48)      (-1.48)      (-0.46)      (-1.57)   

Machine             -0.200***    -0.177      -0.0927       -0.335   

                       (.)          (.)          (.)          (.)   

Democracy                0            0            0            0   

                    (1.23)       (0.75)      (-0.00)       (0.60)   

Number of Mach~s    0.0267       0.0496    -0.000309       0.0437   

                   (-3.57)      (-0.23)      (-0.07)      (-0.31)   

Number of Junt~s   -0.0897***   -0.0129     -0.00830      -0.0269   

                    (1.09)       (0.47)      (-0.13)      (-0.58)   

Number of Stro~s    0.0271       0.0182      -0.0105      -0.0399   

                    (1.08)       (0.83)       (0.22)      (-0.09)   

Number of Boss~s    0.0274       0.0626       0.0335     -0.00667   

                    (3.60)       (0.71)      (-0.08)      (-1.79)   

Number of Othe~e    0.0723***    0.0341     -0.00961      -0.0912   

                   (-3.19)      (-0.82)      (-0.58)      (-1.24)   

Number of Demo~s   -0.0370**    -0.0220      -0.0520      -0.0762   

                    (4.49)       (2.89)       (1.97)       (3.37)   

Number of uniq~s    0.0397***    0.0596**      0.111        0.135***

main                                                                

                                                                    

                 Regress~n    Random ~s    Fixed E~s    Negativ~l   

                       (1)          (2)          (3)          (4)   
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                       gwno  

numorig                      

                                                                                             

                    numorig        Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]

                                            Robust

                                                                                             

                                                                                             

                      alpha     .1828187   .0537708                      .1027222    .3253695

                                                                                             

                   /lnalpha     -1.69926   .2941209    -5.78   0.000    -2.275727   -1.122794

                                                                                             

                      _cons      1.47191   1.142563     1.29   0.198    -.7674729    3.711292

                awarspl2_ms    -.0182189   .0298093    -0.61   0.541    -.0766441    .0402062

                    cap_own    -1.352993   13.78023    -0.10   0.922    -28.36175    25.65577

               seaneighbors    -.5417647    .674139    -0.80   0.422    -1.863053    .7795235

              uniqneighbors    -1.863143   .4797463    -3.88   0.000    -2.803429    -.922858

inflate                      

                                                                                             

                      _cons     2.894206     .88383     3.27   0.001     1.161931    4.626481

                 comautconc     .0930427   .1290919     0.72   0.471    -.1599727    .3460581

                 incdemconc     .3857037   .1067738     3.61   0.000      .176431    .5949765

                 incautconc      .002725   .0828065     0.03   0.974    -.1595728    .1650229

                lconcen2_ms    -3.697964   1.605904    -2.30   0.021    -6.845479   -.5504499

                 comdemconc    -.1404991    .091185    -1.54   0.123    -.3192183    .0382202

                    comautr     -.002885   .5190248    -0.01   0.996    -1.020155    1.014385

                   comdemtr     .8466545   .4224629     2.00   0.045     .0186425    1.674667

                    incautr    -.4520817   .7598501    -0.59   0.552     -1.94136    1.037197

                   incdemtr    -2.018742   .6030129    -3.35   0.001    -3.200625   -.8368583

             domesconcen_ms    -.0489871   .0314233    -1.56   0.119    -.1105757    .0126015

                    cap_own    -.6065115   1.583046    -0.38   0.702    -3.709224    2.496201

                    maj_own    -.6256051   .5338582    -1.17   0.241    -1.671948    .4207377

                             

              New/Unstable     -.0926645   .1395445    -0.66   0.507    -.3661668    .1808378

Other Stable Authoritarian      .0023871    .159548     0.01   0.988    -.3103213    .3150955

                 Strongman     -.0203197   .1689341    -0.12   0.904    -.3514244    .3107851

                      Boss      .5495169   .1930349     2.85   0.004     .1711754    .9278585

                     Junta     -.0470691   .1881517    -0.25   0.802    -.4158398    .3217015

                   Machine     -.2586116   .2254466    -1.15   0.251    -.7004789    .1832557

                 regimetype  

 

APPENDIX C: ZERO-INFLATED NEGATIVE BINOMIAL RESULTS 
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APPENDIX D: SAME MODELS WITH COUNT OF MIDS (ANY) 

 

Same Models: Involvement in Any MIDs 
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Zero Inflated Model: Any MIDs 

 

 

APPENDIX E: FE LOGIT AND NEGATIVE BINOMIAL RESULTS OF EXTENDED DATA FROM 1993-

2000 

   FE Logit Coefficient  NB Coefficient 

 

Intercept  --  1.61*** 

(.297) 

Complete Demtransition  -.077 

(.392) 

 .178 

(.156) 

Incomplete Demtransition  .111 

(.423) 

 .059 

(.168) 
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Complete Auttransition  .681 

(1.28) 

 -.031 

(.355) 

Incomplete Auttransition  1.15 

(2.403) 

 .025 

(.949) 

Complete Demtransition x 

DomConcentration 

 .485 

(.613) 

 .432* 

(.225) 
Incomplete Demtransition x 

DomConcentration 

 -.572 

(.856) 

 .029 

(.222) 

Complete Auttransition x 

DomConcentration 

 .507 

(1.44) 

 .238 

(.359) 

Incomplete Auttransition x 

DomConcentration 

 2.46 

(3.38) 

 .337 

(1.61) 

Majpower (Weeks)  --  .65* 

(.351) 

Civwar (PRIO)  -.425 

(.472) 

 .159 

(.13) 

Institutional Capacity 

(Boix et al.) 

 .679* 

(.412) 

 -.1 

(.095) 

CINC score  -472.12** 

(187.05) 

 -4.95 

(3.06) 

Log likelihood  -314.67  -- 

N  802  1879 

 

  


